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Abstract 
In this paper the pricing of European-style discrete arithmetic Asian options with fixed 
and floating strike is studied by deriving analytical lower and upper bounds.  In our approach 
we use a general technique for deriving upper (and lower) bounds for stop-loss premiums of 
sums of dependent random variables, as  explained in Kaas,  Dhaene and Goovaerts (2000), 
and additionally,  the ideas of Rogers and Shi (1995) and of Nielsen and Sandmann (2003). 
We are able to create a unifying framework for discrete Asian options through these bounds, 
that generalizes several approaches in the literature as  well as  improves the existing results. 
We  obtain analytical and easily computable bounds.  The aim of the paper is  to  formulate 
an advice of the appropriate choice of the bounds given the parameters, investigate the effect 
of different conditioning variables and compare their efficiency numerically.  Several sets of 
numerical results are included. We also show that the hedging using these bounds is possible. 
Moreover, our methods are applicable to a wide range of (pricing) problems involving a sum 
of dependent random variables. 
1  Introduction 
In this paper the pricing of  European-style discrete arithmetic Asian options with fixed and floating 
strike is studied. 
A European-style discrete arithmetic Asian call option is a financial derivative instrument with 
exercise date T, n averaging dates and fixed exercise price K, which generates at T a pay-off 
(*  I: S(T - i) - K)  , 
,=0  + 
where x+ =  max:{x, O}  and S(T - i) is the price of a risky asset at time T - i, i = 0, ... , n - 1. 
The price of the call option at current time t  =  0 is given by 
AC(n, K, T) •••. c:r 
Ji)Q  [  (~S(T  - i) - nl() J  (1) 
under a martingale measure Q and with T  some risk-neutral interest rate. 
A European-style floating strike arithmetic Asian put option with exercise date T, n averaging 
dates (n :::;  T + 1) and floating exercise price with percentage p, generates at T a pay-off 
(*  I: S(T - i) - PS(T)) 
,=0  + 
An arithmetic Asian option with continuous averaging is based on a similar pay-off as in (1) but 
by replacing the discrete average by an integral divided by the length of the averaging period. We 
focus on discrete averaging which is the normal specification in real contracts. Discrete arithmetic 
1 Asian options are path-dependent contingent claims with pay-offs that depend on  the average of 
the underlying asset price over some prespecified period of time, often a low number of trading 
days in the discrete averaging case. Such contracts form an attractive specification for thinly traded 
asset markets where price manipulation on or near a maturity date is possible.  In markets where 
prices are prone to periods of extreme volatility the averaging performs a smoothing operation. 
For buyers as  well as for writers, an  Asian option is a useful hedging instrument.  These Asian 
options provide for the buyer a cost efficient way of hedging cash or asset flows  over extended 
periods, e.g., for foreign exchange, interest rate, or commodities like oil or gold. For the writer of 
an Asian option, the advantages include more manageable hedge ratios and the ability to unwind 
his position more gracefully at the end. 
Asian options can also be part of complex financial contracts and strategies, like retirement 
plans or catastrophe insurance derivatives. Indeed, as explained in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003), 
a typical investment plan of a retirement scheme could include fixed periodic payments invested in 
a specified risky asset. An Asian option on the average return can be used to guarantee a minimum 
rate of return on the periodic payments. On the other hand, Cat-calls are catastrophic risk options 
which include Asian options on the average of an underlying index (see Geman (1994». 
Within the Black &  Scholes (1973) model, no closed form solutions are available for Asian 
options involving the discrete arithmetic average.  As opposed to options on  geometric average, 
the density function for the arithmetic average is not lognormal and has no explicit representation. 
A variety of methods for the European case and especially continuously averaged fixed strike op-
tions have been developed while only a few  papers deal with the more practical case of discrete 
arithmetic averaging.  A partial list of methods includes (for references see for example Klassen 
(2001) and Vecer (2001»: Monte Carlo or quasi-Monte Carlo methods, exact expressions involv-
ing Laplace transforms or an infinite sum over recursively defined integrals, convolution methods 
using the fast Fourier transform, analytic approximations based on  moment matching or condi-
tioning on some average, a number of PDE methods, tree methods. 
We focus on analytic methods, based on bounds through conditioning on  some random vari-
able.  We aim to create a unifying framework for discrete European-style Asian options through 
these bounds, that generalizes several approaches in the literature as well as improves the existing 
results. 
Throughout the paper we  consider 'forward starting' Asian options which means that at the 
current time 0, the averaging has not yet started and that the n variables S(T - n + 1), ... ,S(T) 
are random.  This case states in contrast with the case that T  - n + 1 :::;  0 where only the prices 
S(l), ... , S(T) remain random.  In literature, this Asian option is called 'in progress'.  Note that 
our results for forward starting Asian options can immediately be translated to  results for Asian 
options in progress. Most papers considering analytical approximations treat only standard Asian 
options which is the case of T  =  n - 1 but in a non-analytical way the PDE approach also treats 
easily different types of Asian options. 
An analytical lower and upper bound in the case of continuous averaging was obtained by the 
method of conditioning in Rogers and Shi (1995).  Simon, Goovaerts and Dhaene (2000) derived 
and computed in a general framework an analytical expression for the so-called  'comonotonic 
upper bound', which is in fact the smallest linear combination of prices of European call options 
that bounds the price of an European-style Asian option from above.  Nielsen and Sandmann 
2 (2003)  studied both upper and lower bounds for  an European-style arithmetic Asian option in 
the Black &  Scholes setting.  In particular, they derive a special case of the Simon, Goovaerts 
and Dhaene upper bound using Lagrange optimization. Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) also apply 
the Rogers &  Shi reasoning in the arithmetic averaging case by using one specific standardized 
normally distributed conditioning variable. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides bounds for the fixed strike Asian options 
in the Black &  Scholes setting.  We first present in Section 2.1  lower and upper bounds based on 
a general technique for deriving the bounds for stop-loss premiums of sums of dependent random 
variables, as  explained in Kaas, Dhaene and Goovaerts (2000) and Dhaene et al.  (2002a)).  For 
clarity we have included a short overview of their methods in Appendix A. In Section 2.2 we show 
how to improve the upper bound that is based on the ideas of  Rogers and Shi (1995), and generalize 
the approach of Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) to a general class of normally distributed condi-
tioning variables.  We also show in Section 2.3 how to sharpen the improved comonotonic upper 
bound by obtaining another so-called partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound which consists of 
an exact part of the option price and some improved comonotonic upper bound for the remaining 
part.  This idea of decomposing the calculations in an exact part and an approximating part goes 
at least back to Curran (1994). The procedures we present can also be used to price the arithmetic 
Asian put options (either directly or through the put-call parity), see Section 2.4.  In Section 2.5 
we compare and discuss all approaches and, in addition, compare our results to those of Jacques 
(1996), who approximates the distribution of the arithmetic average by a more tractable one.  We 
measure the closeness of the bounds in distributional sense.  Several sets of numerical results are 
given. We also derive hedging formulae for the lower and upper bounds in Section 2.6. 
Section 3 treats the floating strike Asian options in the Black &  Scholes setting.  In independent 
work, Henderson and Wojakowski (2002) use the change of numeraire technique to obtain symme-
try results between forward starting floating and fixed strike Asian options in case of continuous 
averaging.  We  show that their results can be extended to  discrete averaging and we give also 
bounds for the Asian floating strike options in progress. 
Section 4 concludes the paper. 
One of the aims of this paper is to identify the best lower and upper bounds. We will show that 
the lower bounds are very close to the Monte Carlo values and that one of our techniques leads to 
very satisfying upper bounds, see Theorem 6. 
2  Fixed strike Asian options in a Black & Scholes setting 
In  the Black &  Scholes model,  the price of a risky  asset {S(t), t  ~  O}  under the risk-neutral 
measure Q follows a geometric Brownian motion process, with volatility (J and with drift equal to 
the risk-free force of interest 1': 
dS(t) 
S(t)  =  1'dt + (JdB(t) ,  t  ~  0, 
where {B(t), t  ~  O}  is a standard Brownian motion process under Q.  Hence, the random vari-
ables  ~i~~ are lognormally distributed with parameters (1'  - a2
2 )t and t(J2. 
3 Therefore we do not have an explicit analytical expression for the distribution of the average 
~  ~~:Ol S  (T - i) in (1) and determining the price of the Asian option is a complicated task. From 
(1) it is  seen that the problem of pricing arithmetic Asian options turns out to  be equivalent to 
calculating stop-loss premiums of a sum of dependent risks.  Hence we can apply the results on 
comonotonic upper and lower bounds for stop-loss premiums, which have been summarized in 
Appendix A. 
We now shall concentrate on bounds for the fixed strike Asian option by comonotonicity rea-
soning and by  using the approach of Rogers &  Shi which has been generalized by Nielsen and 
Sandmann (2003). We only write down the formulae of the forward starting Asian call options as 
the Asian options in progress and the Asian put options can be treated in a similar way. 
2.1  Bounds based on comonotonicity reasoning 
In both financial and actuarial context one encounters quite often random variables of the type 
§  =  ~Z~l  Xi where the terms Xi are not mutually independent, but the multivariate distribution 
function of the random vector X  =  (Xl, X 2 , •.. ,X.,J  is  not completely specified because one 
only knows the marginal distribution functions of the random variables Xi.  In such cases, to be 
able to make decisions it may be helpful to  find the dependence structure for the random vector 
(Xl, ... ,Xn )  producing the least favourable aggregate claims §  with given marginals. Therefore, 
given the marginal distributions of the terms in a random variable §  =  2:7=1 Xi, we shall look 
for the joint distribution with a smaller resp.  larger sum, in the convex order (:::Scx)  sense, which 
means that §l :::Scx  §2 B  E[§ll =  E[§2l and E[(§l - d)+l  :::;  E[(§2 - d)+l for all d ERIn short, 
the sum §  is bounded below and above in convex order by the following sums given by (61), (58) 
and (57): 
which implies by definition of convex order that 
E[(§£ - d)+l  :::;  E[(§ - d)+l  :::;  E[(§U - d)+l  :::;  E[(§C - d)+l 
for all din lR, while E[§£l  =  E[§l  =  E[§Ul  =  E[§cl. 
A  short overview of the construction of these sums and the corresponding bounds, based on 
the literature, is given in Appendix A. Notice that throughout the paper, especially in the proofs of 
theorems, we make use of the results summarized in that appendix. 
We remark that the Asian option pricing in  the Black &  Scholes setting is  in fact a particular 
case of sums of lognormal variables in Appendix A. Indeed, let us look at the price of the Asian 
call option with exercise price K, maturity date T and averaging over n prices of the underlying 
with T - n + 1 2::  0: 
(2) 
with 
n-l  n-l 
2 
§  = L S(T - i) = L S(0)e(r-
CT2  )(T-i)+uB(T-i).  (3) 
i=O  i=O 
4 This can be rewritten as a sum of lognormal random variables: 
n-1  n-1 
§  = LXi = L (Yie1i  (4) 
i=O  i=O 
with 
y ,  aB(T - i) t"V  N(O, (J"2(T - i)) 
2  S(O)e(r- 0"2  )(T-i). 
(5) 
2.1.1  Lower bound 
A lower bound for the Asian option price is obtained by substituting §c for §  in the right hand side 
of (2), where according to (61) 
n-1  n-1 
i=O  i=O 
for a normally distributed conditioning variable A. 
The following theorem states a  lower bound for the option price AC(n, K, T).  The proof 
follows from (62), (63) and (68) in Appendix A as shown in Dhaene et al. (2002b). 
Theorem 1.  Suppose the sum §  is given by (3)-(5) and A is a normally distributed conditioning 
variable such that ((J" B(T - i), A) are bivariate normally distributedfor all i.  Then the comono-
tonic lower boundfor the option price AC(n, K, T) reads 
-rT 
LBA  =  _e  _EQ[(§c - nK)+l 
n 
S,~O) ~e-ri  <I>  [(J"PT-iVT - i - <I>-1 (Fse(nK))]  - e-rTK (1- Fse(nK)) ,  (6) 
i=O 
where PT-i =  corr((J"B(T - i), A) ~  0 and Fse(nK) is a solution to 
Note that the conditioning variable A only enters through the correlations PT-i. We now focus 
on choosing the appropriate conditioning variable A.  Taking into account that we aim to derive a 
closed-form expression for the lower bound, we define A as a normal random variable given by 
n-1 
A =  L (3iB(T - i),  (3i  E IR+.  (8) 
i=O 
5 For general positive f3i,  the variance of A is given by 
n-l n-l 
O"X  =  L L f3if3j min (T - i, T - j) 
i=O  j=O 
and 
" =  (B(T _  ")  A) =  cov (B(T - i), A)  =  ~~'~g f3j  min (T - i, T  - j) > 0 
PT-,  corr 0"  1, ,~  ~  _  • 
yT-'tO"A  yT-'tO"A 
(9) 
Remark that we take positive coefficients f3i  implying that the correlations PT-i are positive. This 
is to ensure that §E is a sum of  TL  comonotonic random variables. 
We investigate different conditioning random variables A.  The choice of the weights f3i  in (8) 
is  motivated by  the reasoning that the quality of the stochastic lower bound EQ [§  I A]  can be 
judged by its variance. To maximize the quality, this variance should be made as close as possible 
to varQ [§].  In other words, the average value 
EQ  [varQ[§ I An  = varQ[§]- varQ [EQ[§ I AJ] 
should be small. This however does not imply that the above expression should be minimized over 
the conditioning variable A.  Notice that 
l,From this relation it is seen that minimizing the difference in variance over A is no guarantee that 
the difference between the corresponding stop-loss premia for one particular k will be minimized. 
Intuitively, to get the best lower bound, A and §  should be as alike as possible. Therefore, we have 
selected the following two candidates for A which turn out to give very good results: 
1.  a linear transformation of a first order approximation to  ~~==-Ol S(T - i) in (3), as proposed 
in a general setting by Kaas, Dhaene and Goovaerts (2000) and used in Dhaene et al. (2002b): 
n-l 
2 
A = L e(r-<T 2  )(T-i) B(T - i),  (10) 
i=O 
2.  the standardized logarithm of the geometric average G  =  Vrr==-ol S(T - i) as in Nielsen 
and Sandmann (2003): 
where 
A =  InG - EQ[lnG]  = 
JvarQ  [In G] 
n-l  n-ln-l 
varQ[L B(T - i)]  = L L min(T - i, T  - j) =  n2T  - *(n - 1)(4n + 1). 
i=O  i=O  j=O 
(11) 
The lower bound (6)-(7) differs for the two choices (10) and (11) of A, only by the expression 
(9) for the correlation coefficient PT-i: 
6 ') 
2:7~g e(r-"i-)(T-j) min (T - i, T  - j) 
1.  PT-i =  ~' 




ITX = L L e(r- ""2  )(2T-i-j) min (T - i, T - j) , 
i=O  j=O 
'\""n-1  .  (T  . T  ') 
6j=0 mm  - ~,  - J 
2,  PT-i=  ~ 
Jn2T  - ~(n - 1)(4n + 1)  T  - i 
'(T  ')  (n-i-1)(n-i)  n  - ~  - 2 
y'n2T  - ~(n - 1)(4n + l)VT - i 
since ITA  =  l. 
We note that the closed-form solution of the lower bound in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) 
is  a special case of (6) and (7) with (11) as the conditioning variable.  We  also noticed that the 
lower bound when conditioning on the geometric average coincides with the so-called "naive" 
approximation of Curran (1994).  In fact, formulae (6)-(7) for the lower bound are general in the 
sense that they hold for any normally distributed conditioning variable A by substituting the right 
ITA and PT-i.  Moreover, the lower bound can be expressed as a combination of Black &  Scholes 
type formulae. 
Theorem 2.  For a general normally distributed conditioning variable A,  satisfying the assump-
tions of  Theorem 1, the lower bound LBA of  AC(n, K, T) can be written as an average of  Black & 
Scholes formulae for an artificial underlying asset of  which the price process 8  (t) is a geometric 
Brownian motion with 8(0) =  8(0) and with a non-constant volatility (Ti  =  ITPT-i at time instance 
T - i: 
with 
-2 
8(T - i)  =  8(0)e(r- ""d  )(T-i)+(jiB(T-i) 




( (j2)  ,  ( k  )  T + --1...  (T - ~) - 1n  -,,-:L 
2  _  ,5(0)  =  (TiVT-i-if>-1(Fse(nK)), 
O'iVT - 1, 
2.1.2  Improved comonotonic upper bound 
As  for the lower bound, we consider a normal conditioning random variable A.  An improved 
comonotonic upper bound for the Asian option price reads 
-rT  -rT 
AC(n, K, T) =  ~EQ  [(§ - nK)+J  ::;  ~EQ  [(§U - nK)+J '  (12) 
7 h  d·  (58) §u  "n-l F-1  "n-l F-1  were accor  mg to  =  L...ti=O  XilA =  L...ti=O  QieYilA' 
Theorem 3.  Suppose the sum §  is given by (3)-(5) and A is a normally distributed conditioning 
variable such that ((J" B (T - i), A) are bivariate normally distributed for all i.  Then the improved 
comonotonic upper boundfor the option price AC(n, K, T) is given by 
-rT 
ICUBA = _e  -EQ [(§U  - nK)+J 
n 
-rT n-l  ~ 
_e_ ""'  S(0)er(T-i)e-0"2~ pLi(T-i) 
TL  L 
i=O 
X 11 ePT- iav'T-i<I>-l(v)cp  ( /1- P~-i (J"VT - i  - cp-1  (F§"IV=v(nK))) dv 
-e-rTnK (1 - F§" (nK)) ,  (13) 
where PT-i =  corr((J"B(T - i), A), and 
F§,,(nK) = 11 F§"IV=v(nK)dv, 
and the conditional distribution F§" IV =v CnK) follows from 
(14) 
Proof.  We now determine the cdf of §u  and the stop-loss premium E  [(§U  - d)+J, where we 
condition on a normally distributed random variable A or equivalently on the uniform(O, 1) random 
variable introduced in Theorem 1: 
v =  cp  (A  -(J"~ [AJ) .  (15) 
The conditional probability F§"IV=v(x)  also denoted by F§u(x  I V  =  v), is the cdf of a sum of n 
comonotonic random variables and follows for F§~lv=)O) < x  <  F§~lv=)l), according to (59) 
and (67), for (Xi  ~  0, i  =  0, ... ,n - 1, implicitly from: 
n-1  L  (Xi eE[Yil+rWYi<I>-1(v)+V1-'rf aYi <I>-1 (Fsu (xlV=v»  =  x,  (16) 
i=O 
where Ti  =  corr(Yi, A). The cdf of §u is then given by 
F§u(x)  =  11 F§UIV=v(x)dv.  (17) 
We now look for an expression for the stop-loss premium at retention d with  F§~Iv=)O) < d < 
F§~lv=)l) for §u, see (60): 
R [(§" - d) I 1  ~ l R [(§" - d) I  I  V  v 1  du  ~  ~,{  R [ (F;;,'IA (U I  V= v) - di t 1  dv 
(18) 
8 with di  =  F'.YiIA (F§u (d  I 1/ = v)  11/ = v)  and with  U a random variable which  is  uniformly 
distributed on (0,1).  Since F"YiIA(U  I 1/ =  v) follows a lognormal distribution with mean and 
standard deviation: 
!-tv (  i) = In CYi  + E [Yi]  + '1\ 0Y i <I) -1  ( v) ,  0" v  (  i) = J  1 - T; 0"1 'i , 
one obtains that 
di  =  CYi exp [E [Yi] +  TiO"l:i <1)-1 (v) +  CYi J  1 - T; O"l:i <1)-1  (F§u!V=v (d))]  .  (19) 
The well-known formula (65) then yields 
E  [(§" - d) + I V  ~ v  1  ~  ~  [",e"" (')+  "l,(i) iP( a,di,  1) - diT (aidi,2) 1  ' 
with, according to (66), 
d"  _  !-tv(i) +  0"; (i) -lndi 
.,1  - ( ")  , 
o"v  Z 
Substitution of the corresponding expressions and integration over the interval [0, 1]  leads to the 
following result 
"11-1 
E  [(§U - d)+J  = L  CYieE[Yd+~O"~i (I-Tn x 
i=O 
X  11 eTWYi q,-l(V)<I) (sign(CYi)V1- T;o"Yj  - <1)-1  (F§u!V=v(d))) dv 
- d (1 - F§,,(d)).  (20) 
The upper bound then follows from (16) and (20) for d =  nJ( by plugging in CYi,  Yi and its mean 
and variance from (5), while denoting the correlations Ti by PT-i.  0 
We found that the conditioning variable 
T 
A =  L13kWk) 
k=1 
T-i 
with Wk  i.i.d. N(O, 1) such that B(T - i)  d  L Wk ,  i =  0, ...  r/,  - 1,  (21) 
k=1 
with all 13k  equal to a same constant (for simplicity taken equal to  one) leads to a sharper upper 
bound than other choices for 13k  or than the conditioning variables in the lower bound. 
For A =  'Lr=1 Wk  d  B(T) the correlation terms have the form: 
cov(B(T-i),A)  T-i  ~. 
Ti = PT-i =  JT _ i  O"A  =  JT _ ivT =  vT  ,'l  =  0, ... ,n - 1,  (22) 
and the dependence structure of the terms in the sum §u corresponds better to that of the terms in 
the sum § than for other choices of A.  Investigating the correlations 
9 eu2 min(T-i,T-j) _  1 
corr [8(T - i)  8(T - J')]  =  -r=~=:==-r==;;;:;:;:;::=====  ,  veu2(T-i) -lveu2(T-j) -1' 
it can be seen that for PT-i given by (22) these correlations not only coincide for i  =  j  but also 
when one of the indices i or j  equals zero. Moreover, for i i- j, the differences 
are small for all i and j in {O, ... , n - I} in comparison to other choices of A. 
As in case of the lower bound, we can rewrite the upper bound as  an expression of Black & 
Scholes formulae. 
Theorem 4.  For a general normally distributed conditioning variable A,  satisfying the assump-
tions of  Theorem 1,  the improved upper bound of AC(n, K, T) can be written as a combination 
of Black & Scholes formulae for an artificial underlying asset 5(t) with 5(0)  =  8(0) and with 
volatilities CTi  =  (J"J1  - P}-i: 
with 
-2 
5(T - i) =  S(O)e(r- "d  )(T-i)+a'iB(T-i) 
and the exercise prices defined by 
where 
(r  + aT)  (T - i) -In  (~i(V») 
2  8(0)  =  -. rrr-:-.  _  ;F.-I (D.  (,  }())  _  ~  (J".Y.1  - ~  '±'  r§u[V=v  n 
(J"iyT - ~ 
2.2  Bounds based on the Rogers & Shi approach 
Following the ideas of  Rogers and Shi (1995), we derive an upper bound based on the lower bound. 
Indeed, we apply the following general inequality for any random variable Y  and Z from Rogers 
and Shi (1995): 
0:::; E [E [Y+  I Z]  - E [Y  I Z]+]  :::;  ~E  [y'var(Y I Z)] .  (23) 
10 Theorem 5.  Let §  be given by (3)-(5) and A is a normally distributed conditioning variable such 
that ((J B (T - i), A) are bivariate normally distributed for all i.  Then an upper bound to the option 
price AC('71,,](, T) is given by 
-rT 
UBA  =  ~  {EQ [(§e  - '71,]()+ ] + E} , 
where the error bound E equals 
E =~EQ  [JvarQ(§ I  A)] 
=~  11 {~~  aiajerijaai.iq,~1(v)+~(1-rT)a2aTj 
•  0  i=O  j=O 
with 
s  (0) 2 exp [Cr - ~)  (2T - i - j)]  , 
(Jij  J  (T - i) + (T - j) + 2 min(T - i, T - j), 
v T -i  vT-j 
---PT-i  +  PT-j. 






Proof. By applying (23) to the case of Y being 'E~:Ol S(T - i) - '71,]( and Z being a conditioning 
variable A, we obtain an error bound for the difference of the option price and its lower bound 
Consequently, (24) follows after discounting as the upper bound for the arithmetic Asian option. 
Using properties of lognormal distributed variables, EQ [ JvarQ(§ I  A)]  can be written out explic-
itly, giving some lenghty, analytical, computable expression: 
EQ  [JvarQ(§ I  A)]  =  EQ  [(EQ [§2  I A]  - EQ [§ I A]2)1/2]  (30) 
EQ  [ (~~  EQ [8(T - i)8(T - j) I  A]-(§')2f'] 
where the first term in the expectation in the right hand side equals 
(31) 
11 where V  is uniformly distributed on the interval (0,1). The second term in the expectation in the 
right hand side of (30) can according to (68) in Theorem 12 be written as 
n-l 
§c  d  L 8(0) e(1'-~a2pLJ(T-i)+PT-Wy'T-iq,-1(V)  (32) 
by plugging in ai, Yi  and its mean and variance from (5),  while denoting the correlations Ti by 
PT-i, and simplifying.  0 
Note that the error bound (29) is independent of the strike K. In the following theorem we show 
how to  strengthen the error bound c  in  Theorem 5 by making it dependent on the strike price 
through a suitably chosen constant dA  such that A  2':  dA implies that §  2':  nK. The meaning of 
finding such dA for a general conditioning variable A is seen from the fact that we have on the set 
{A 2 dA }  the relation: 
EQ[(§ - nK)+ I A]  =  EQ[§ - nK I A]  =  (§f - nK)+.  (33) 
The following theorem can be seen as a generalization of the corresponding result in Nielsen 
and Sandmann (2003).  Whereas Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) derived their result directly for A 
given by (11), we extend this approach to any normally distributed conditioning random variable 
A. 
Theorem 6.  Let §  be given by (3)-(5) and A is a normally distributed conditioning variable such 
that ((J' B (T - i), A) are bivariate normally distributed for all i.  Suppose there exists a dA  E  lR. 
such that A  2':  dA  implies that §  2':  nK.  Then an upper bound to  the option price AC(n, K, T) 
reads 
1 
X  (ea2 (min(T-i,T-j)-PT-iPT-.dT-iy'T-j) _  1) }  '2  ,  (35) 
with dA * =  dA-EQ[A],  <I>(-)  the standard normal cdf  and PT-i = corr(aB(T - i), A). 
aA 
Proof. In general, for dA  E  lR. such that A 2':  dA implies that §  2':  nK, it follows by (33) that: 
o  <  EQ  [EQ[(§ - nK)+ I A]- (§C  - nK)+] 
.1: (EQ[(§ - nK)+ I A = A]- (EQ [§ I A = A]- nK)+) dFA(A) 
1 r A  1 
<  "2.1-00  (varQ (§ I A =  A))2 dFA(A)  (36) 
<  ~ (EQ  [varQ (§ I A)  l{A<dA}])~ (EQ  [l{A<dA}])~ =: c(dA),  (37) 
12 where Holder's inequality has been applied in the last inequality, where l{A<dA} is the indicator 
function, and where FA ( .) denotes the normal cumulative distribution function of A. 
The first expectation term in the product (37) can be expressed as 
The second term of the right-hand side of (38) can according to (32) be rewritten as 
n-1n-1  d 
8(0)2 L L er(2T-i-j)_a2
2 (pL.i(T-i)+pLj(T-j))  r  A e<I(PT-iv'T-i-/-PT-d T-j)q,-l(V)dFA()..) 
i=O  j=O  .J-oo 
(39) 
where we  recall that <I?-1(V)  =  A-!:[A]  and  <I?(.)  is  the cumulative distribution function  of a 
standard normal variable. Applying the equality 
(40) 
n-1 n-1 
8(0)2 L L er(2T-i-j)-/-<I2pT-iPT-dT-iv'T-j<l?  (d~ - (J(PT-iVT - i + PT-JVT - j)).  (41) 
i=O  j=O 
To transform the first term of the right-hand side of (38) we invoke (26)-(28) and apply (40) with 
b = rij(J(Jij = (J  (PT-iVT - i + PT-jVT - j): 
EQ  [EQ[§,21  A]l{A<dA}] 
n-1 n-1  d 
L L 1  A EQ [8(T - i)8(T - j)IA =)..] dFA()..) 
i=O  j=O  -00 
n-1 n-1  d 
8(0)2 L L e(r- "22 )(2T-i-j)+H  1-rfj )  <I2afj r  A  erij <I<Iij q,-1 (V) dFA  ()..) 
i=O  j=O  .J -00 
n-1 n-1 
8(0)2 L L er(2T-i-j)-\-<I 2min(T-i,T-j)<I?  (d~ - (J(PT-iVT - i + PT-jVT - j)) .(42) 
i=O  j=O 
The second expectation term in the product (37) equals FA(dA)  =  <I?(djJ. 
Combining (41) and (42) into (38), and then substituting <I? (d~) and (38) into (37) finally leads to 
expression (35).  0 
We stress that the error bound (37) holds for any conditioning random normal variable A that 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1 and for which there exists an integration bound dA  such 
13 that A  ~ dA  implies §  ~ nJ(.  For A given by (11),  Nielsen and Sandmann found that the 
corresponding dA is given by 
nin (sfa)) - 2:7==-01  (r - ;2)(T - i) 
dGA =  ----~==================~ 
0" Jn2T  - ~n(n  - 1)(4n + 1) 
(43) 
where the subscript GA is to remind the fact that A is the standardized logarithm of the geometric 
average. The error bound (35) coincides with the one found in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) for 
the special choice (11) for A and the corresponding dGA  (43).  We  show that also for A given by 
(10) this technique works to strengthen the error bound (29) and hence to sharpen the upper bound 
(24). Using the property that eX  ~ 1 +  x and relations (3)-(5) and (10), we obtain 
i=O  i=O  i=O 
-~----__  ~v~  ______  ~J 
A 
.  nJ( - 2:~~01 ai.  .. 
Hence §  ~ nJ( when A IS larger than  8(0);  . Thus m case of A bemg a lInear transfor-
mation of the first order approximation (FA) of §, we have 
(44) 
The upper bound (24) corresponds to the limiting case of (36) where dA equals infinity. Further 
note that in contrast to (29) the error bound now depends on J( through dA . 
2.3  Partially exact/comonotonic upper bound 
We combine the technique for obtaining an improved comonotonic upper bound by conditioning 
on some normally distributed random variable A and the idea of decomposing the calculations in 
an exact part and an approximating part which goes at least back to Curran (1994). This so-called 
partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound consists of an exact part of the option price and some 
improved comonotonic upper bound for the remaining part.  This upper bound corresponds to the 
upper bound denoted by C~,G in the paper of Nielsen and Sandmann (2003). 
Theorem 7.  Let §  be given by (3)-(5) and A is a normally distributed conditioning variable such 
that (O"B(T - i), A) are bivariate normally distributed for all i.  Suppose there exists adA E  R 
such that A ~  dA  implies that §  ~  nJ(. Then the partially exact!comonotonic upper bound to the 
14 option price AC(n, K, T) reads 
PECUBA 
.  n-l 




+ 3(0) ""  e-rie- <722 pLi(T-i) 
n  ~ 
i=O 
dA - EQ[A] 
where d'A  =  and F§"IV=v  is given by (14) and PT-i =  corr(cyB(T - i), A)  ~  O. 
CYA 
Proof.  For any normally distributed random variable A,  with cdf FA (.), for which there exists a 
dA  such that A  ~ dA implies §  ~ nK and which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1,  we can 
write 
(46) 
The second term in the equality (46) can be written in closed-form along similar lines as (39)-(41): 
(47) 
*  dA  - EQ[A]  A - EQ[A] 
where dA =  and v =  . 
CYA  CYA 
In the first term of (46) we replace §  by §u in order to obtain an upper bound and apply (13) but 
15 now with an integral from zero to <I>(dAJ 
Adding (47) and (48) we obtain (45).  D 
Theorem 8.  For any conditioning variable A satisfying the assumptions of  Theorem 7, 
PECUBA :s;  ICUBA, 
where PECUBA and ICUBA are defined by (45) and (13),  respectively. 
Proof. Recall that according to the assumption of Theorem 7 there exists dA such that A 2:  dA  =? 
§  2:  nK. Using this fact and by convex ordering of stop-loss premia of §  and §u we obtain 
D 
We stress that for two distinct conditioning variables Al  and A2  it does not necessarily hold that 
PECUBAI  :s;  ICUBA2. 
For the random variables A given by (10)  and (11)  we  derived a dA ,  see  (44)  and (43),  and 
thus we can compute the new upper bound. Recall that these choices of A do not lead to the best 
improved comonotonic upper bound. The "best" choice is A =  B(T) for which we do not find the 
necessary dA in this new upper bound. However, we expect that the contribution of the exact part 
(47) which is the second term in (46) will compensate for the somewhat lower quality of the §u. 
Finally, we note that the bound C~,G in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) was derived for the special 
16 conditioning variable A given by  (11),  and that they need an optimization algorithm to find the 
weights ai such that their upper bound for the first term in (46), namely 
is  minimized.  With our method we explicitly have the optimal solution of their minimization 
problem, namely the optimal weights ai for a given A or v are: 
=  5(0) e(r- "22 )(T-i)+PT_wvT-i<[>-l(v)+vh-p~_i  O"vT-i<[>-l(FgulV=,,(nK» 
nK  . 
2.4  General remarks 
In this section we summarize some general remarks: 
1.  Denoting the price of an arithmetic European-style Asian put option with exercise date T, n 
averaging dates and fixed exercise price K by AP(n, K, T), we find from the put-call parity 
at the present: 
5(0) 1 - e-rn 
AC(n, K, T) - AP(n, K, T) =  - - e-rT K. 
n  1-e-r  (49) 
Hence, we can derive bounds for the Asian put option from the bounds for the call.  These 
bounds for the put option coincide with the bounds that are obtained by applying the theory 
of comonotonic bounds and the conditioning approach directly to Asian put options.  This 
stems from the fact that the put-call parity also holds for these bounds. 
2.  Note that for numerical computations in (49), if nand T are expressed in days then T should 
be interpreted as a daily compounded interest rate which equals a yearly compounded inter-
est rate divided by the number of (trading) days per year. 
3.  The case of a continuous dividend yield <5  can easily be dealt with by replacing the interest 
rate T  by T  - <5. 
4.  When the number of averaging dates n equals 1, the Asian call option reduces to a European 
call option. It can be proven that in this case the upper and the lower bounds for the price of 
the Asian option both reduce to the Black and Scholes formula for the price of a European 
call option.  For bounds based on conditioning variable A this is true since for n  =  1 A = 
f3oB(T)  while §  =  5(0) exp ((T - ~()2)T + () B(T)) implying that PT  =  1, and thus that 
§u =  §£ =  §. 
5.  The lower and upper bounds are derived for forward starting Asian options but they can 
easily be adapted to hold for Asian options in progress. In this case T - n + 1 :::;  0 and only 
17 the prices of S(l), ... , S(T) remain random such that the price of the option reads: 
AC(n, K, T)  ~ e:
T 
Ji)Q  [(~  8(T - i) - nK) J 
c:
T 
Ji)Q  [(~8(T-i)  - (nK - ~8(T-i)))  J. 
Thus substituting nJ( - "L~::~ S(T - i) for nJ( and summing for the average over i from 
zero to T - 1 instead of n - 1 the desired bounds follow. 
6.  The bounds can be extended to the case of deterministic volatility function (J  =  (J(t)  or (J  = 
!J(S(O) , t) but are not applicable when we assume a stochastic volatility surface (J  =  (J(S, t). 
2.5  Numerical illustration 
In this section we give a number of numerical examples in the Black & Scholes setting. We discuss 
our results and compare them to those found in the literature and to the Monte Carlo price. Further, 
we approximate §  by a lognormal distribution which is the closest in the Kullback-Leibler sense. 
We also measure the closeness of the lower and upper bounds in the distributional sense. 
2.5.1  Comparing bounds 
In this section we discuss our results and compare them with those of  Jacques (1996) where the dis-
tribution of the sum § of lognormals, (3), entering in the arithmetic Asian option was approximated 
by means of the lognormal (LN) and the inverse Gaussian (IG) distribution.  For the comparison 
we also included the upper bounds based on the lower bounds, see Theorem 5 and 6.  We show 
here one set of numerical experiments where we consider a forward starting Asian call option 
with fixed  strike having the same data as in the paper of Jacques (1996):  an initial stock price 
S(O)  =  100, an annual (nominal, daily compounded) interest rate of 9% (i.e.  T  =  1n (1 + ~'~n 
dailyl ), a maturity of 120 days and an averaging period n of 30 days. The values of the volatility 
(J are on annual basis. As a benchmark we included the price obtained via Monte Carlo simulation 
by adapting the control variate technique of Kemna and Vorst (1990) to discrete Asian options. 
The number of simulated Monte Carlo paths was 10000. 
We use the following notations where A can be GA, FA or BT : LBA for lower bound, PECUBA 
for partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound, UBA for upper bound based on lower bound (cfr. 
Theorem 5), and UBAd for upper bound given by Theorem 6. 
As we see from Table 1,  the lower bounds are equal up to five decimals.  They both perform 
much better in comparison with Monte Carlo results than the lower bound LBBT where we con-
ditioned on A =  "Lr=l Wk  ~  B(T) (cfr. (21)). The bad performance is due to the fact that B(T) 
1 In the paper of Jacques (1996) this interest rate is reported and is used in our computations of the bounds.  The 
actual computations in Jacques (1996) were made with r =  In(1i;,~.09). Due to this inconsistency, we recomputed LN 
and IG approximations with the interest rate as mentioned in that paper. 
18 differs much from §  for n larger than one and hence EQ  [y'varQ(§ I B(T))]  is  large,  while for 
A,  (10) or (11), this term EQ  [ y'varQ (§ I  A)]  is very small because A en §  are very much alike. 
It seems that the relative difference between a lower bound and an upper bound increases with 
J(.  For the upper bounds UBFA and UBBT  this is clear, since for different values of J( a same 
constant is added while the value of the lower bound is decreasing. 
The upper bound UBGAd  which is  based on  the  lower bound LBGA plus  a pricing error cfr. 
(34)-(35) and (43), performs the best of all upper bounds considered. However, UBFAd efe (34)-
(35)  and  (44),  performs  good as  well.  For this  set of parameters,  the  values  for  the partially 
exactlcomonotonic upper bound PECUBGA, efr. (45) and (43), are smaller than those for the im-
proved comonotonic upper bound ICUBBT  but,  as the results in Table  1 show for the case of A 
given by (11), they are not that good as  we would have expected.  Notice that we have included 
only PECUBGA in Table 1 since it was the best PECUBA upper bound for the two conditioning 
variables that we consider. 
Comparing UBFA with UBFAd ,  we note that making the error bound dependent on the exercise 
price K  has led to an improvement except for a volatility equal to 0.4 and K  =  80. An explanation 
is that the Holder inequality introduces an additional error which can be larger than the improve-
ment that is obtained by introducing the integration bound d. 
Table 1 also reveals that in general the lognormal (LN) approximation as well as the inverse Gaus-
sian (IG) approximation of Jacques (1996) fall within the interval given by the best lower bound 
and the best upper bound.  The exception is the lognormal approximation in case when J( =  110 
for  (J"  =  0.2 and  (J"  =  0.3,  and the inverse Gaussian approximation in case when K  =  80  for 
(J"  =  0.2,  (J"  =  0.3,  and  (J"  =  0.4 (in those cases the prices are smaller than the (comonotonic) 
lower bounds LBFA and LBGA). Notice that the approximations of Jacques (1996) (except of the 
cases mentioned above) are always higher than the respective Monte Carlo values, but nevertheless 
they all fall into the Monte Carlo price interval (MC ± SE). Further, note that the precision of the 
simulated prices decreases as the volatility (J"  increases. The Monte Carlo approach systematically 
seems to underestimate the true price, especially for at- and out-of-the-money options for which 
the Monte Carlo price falls slightly below the lower bounds. 
Conclusion 1.  ;,From Table  1 LBFA and LBGA peiform equally well and are very close to  the 
Monte Carlo values.  The  UBGAd  is the best upper bound for the parameters considered in this 
table. 
2.5.2  The effect of the averaging period and of interest rates on the bounds 
In this section we compare bounds over several averaging periods and for different interest rates. 
For different sets of parameters, we have computed the lower and the upper bounds together with 
the price obtained by Monte Carlo simulation2.  The latter is  based on generating 10000 paths. 
This has been done in particular for four different options:  the first with expiration date at time 
T = 120 and 30 averaging days, the second with expiration at time T = 60 and 30 averaging days, 
the third one with again expiration time T  =  120 but only 10 averaging days, and as the last one 
we considered the case where averaging was done over the whole period of 120 days. In all cases 
we considered the 4 following exercise prices K: 80,90, 100 and 110, three values (0.2, 0.3 and 







T  = 120, n  = 30, r = In(l +  0,09/365) daily, S(O) = 100 
K  LN  IG  MC  (SE x  104 )  LBBT  LBFA  LBGA  UBGAd  UBFAd  UBFA  PECUBGA  ICUBBT  UBBT 
80  22.0027  22.0022  22.00271 (2.5)  21.994822  22.002619  22.002619  22.002732  22.002849  22.014767  22.00462.5  22.006032  23.446236 
90  12.7603  12.7.599  12.76012 (2.6)  12.691751  12.7600.52  12.760053  12.761283  12.761506  12.772219  12.778069  12.786728  14.143164 
100  .5 ..  5219  .5.5236  .5 ..  5216.52 (2  .  .5)  .5.364993  .5 . .521689  .5 ..  521689  .5 ..  5262.57  .5 .  .526389  .5 ..  5338.56  .5 ..  566340  .5 .  .580651  6.816407 
110  1.6.526  1.6536  1.6.52697 (2.0)  1.518289  1.6.52807  1.652806  1.661491  1.661639  1.664974  1.69.5799  1.704168  2.969703 
80  22.3102  22.3079  22.30976 (.5.8)  22.250172  22.309736  22.309736  22.311225  22.311808  22.337168  22.32.5349  22.333495  24.428128 
90  13.92.53  13.9268  13.92461 (.5.9)  13.763614  13.924578  13.924.579  13.929696  13.930099  13.9.5200.5  13.968496  13.98.5921  1.5.941.570 
100  7.53.51  7 .  .5414  7 ..  534.506  (.5.8)  7.29.5732  7 ..  534676  7 .  .534676  7 .  .54.5641  7 ..  54.5771  7 ..  562103  7.6039·59  7.624473  9.473688 
110  3 ..  5174  3 .  .5225  3 .  .517352 (.5.1)  3.28896.5  3 .  .517.536  3 .  .517.53.5  3  ..  53476.5  3 ..  53.5066  3 .  .544963  3 .  .589000  3.604201  .5.466921 
80  23.03.59  23.0339  23.03488 (10.7)  22.894.509  23.034765  23.034765  23.039974  23.08.5083  23.083.564  23.072463  23.088993  2.5.800008 
90  1.5.42.51  1.5.4330  15.42367 (10.8)  1.5.172741  15.423789  1.5.423789  1.5.43.54.54  1.5.43.5878  1.5.472.586  1.5.493971  1.5 ..  518613  18.078240 
100  9 .  .5649  9 .  .5805  9.563843 (10  .  .5)  9.244120  9 ..  564114  9 .  .564114  9 .  .584043  9 .  .584080  9.612911  9.6.58116  9.684280  12.149619 
110  .5 .  .5176  .5 .  .5318  .5 .  .51721.5  (9.7)  5.199653  .5 .  .517573  .5.517573  .5.54.5909  .5 .  .546323  .5 ..  566370  .5.616391  .5.637784  8.10.51.52 


















T  = 3 years, n  = 3 years, r  = 0.04 yearly, S(O) = 100 






.50.0.506  (.5.6)  .50.0473  .50.0472  50.0488  50.0.599  .50 ..  55.57  .50.6.536  .50.0.517  .50.0.56.5  .50.0.518  .50.0.53.5  .50.0641 
24.7.540 (.5.7)  24.74.57  24.7471  24.8222  24.8342  2.5.2542  2.5.3.53.5  25.0299  2.5.2125  2.5.0424  2.5.0931  2.5.2908 
17.9405 (.5.8)  17.9312  17.9343  18.0582  18.0632  18.4396  18  .  .5406  18.4047  18.6367  18.4309  18.49.50  18.6188 
12.4799 (.5.9)  12.4759  12.4743  12.6490  12.6.56.5  12.9843  13.0807  13.1149  13.33.50  13.1.516  13.21.58  13.2088 
8.3887 (6.0)  8.3860  8.3830  8.6110  8.6206  8.8944  8.9894  9.12.59  9.2843  9.1717  9.2261  9.1827 
0.1214 (2.9)  0.1183  0.11.59  0.6962  0.6104  0.6267  0.7223  0.2.514  0.2081  0.2662  0.2666  0 ..  5922 
Table 2:  Comparing bounds in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) with our results. 
yearly volatility 
strike price 
lognormal approximation of a sum of lognormals 
inverse gaussian approximation of a sum of lognormals 
Monte Carlo price with its standard error (SE) based on 10 000 paths 
lower bound with A =  'L.f=l Wk  ~  B(T) 
lower bound with A =  'L.j~g exp[(r - 0'22 )(T - j)]B(T - j) 









A  . 
C~G,C::,G : 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBGA plus E(dGA)e-rT In 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBFA plus E(dFA)e-rT In 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBFA plus constant Ee-rT In 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBGA plus constant Ee-rT In 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBBT plus constant £e-rT In 
partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound with A =  (In G - EQ [In G]) Iv  varQ (In G) 
improved comonotonic upper bound with A =  'L.f=l W k  ~  B(T) 
C:.;"G upper bound of Nielsen and Sandmann with optimal weights 
C:.;"G with special choice for weights, with equal weights 0.4) for the volatility (J", and the two different flat risk-free interest rates T: 5% and 9% yearly. The 
initial stock price was fixed at 8(0) =  100. 
The absolute and relative differences between the best upper and lower bound increase with the 
volatility and with the exercise price, but decrease with the interest rate. The results further suggest 
that all intervals are sharper for options that are in-the-money. For fixed maturity, the length of the 
intervals reduces with the number of averaging dates.  However for a fixed averaging period the 
effect of the maturity date seems to be less clear. 
Conclusion 2.  The  difference between the lower bounds LBGA and LBFA is overall practically 
zero.  The  upper bound UBGAd  is in general the best but for example when T  =  0.05, ]( =  100 
and (J"  =  0.4, UBFAd  turns out to be smaller than UBGAd. 
2.5.3  Comparison of lower and upper bounds as in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) with our 
bounds 
In this  section we use the data from Nielsen and Sandmann (2003)  in  order to compare their 
different upper bounds with our results. They give as input data:  (J"  =  0.25, T  =  0.04, 8(0) =  100, 
T  =  3 years.  Note that they use price averaging over the  whole period (n  =  3 years) where 
averaging takes place each month (in the previous sections the averaging was done daily). 
The first column of  Table 2 shows the selection of  strike prices from Nielsen and Sandmann (2003). 
In addition to the strike prices used in the above sections we also included ]( = 50 and ]( = 200 
as examples of extreme in- and out-of-the-money options. 
The bounds LBGA, UBGA and UBGAd  in Table 2 were reported in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) 
and we recall that these three bounds are the special cases of the more general bounds LBA, UBA 
and UBAd,  respectively.  Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) also derive another upper bound  C~,G 
which depends on coefficients ai satisfying L:~=I ai  =  l. The last three columns in Table 2 show 
the bounds C~,G for different choices of coefficients ai.  The columns labelled as C;{ and c:f,G 
are computed for the choice of ai  =  a: (special choice by Nielsen and Sandmann) and ai  =  ~, 
respectively. The column C~*,G presents the results for the optimal sequence of the weights ai in 
relation to the C~,G bound (i.e. the sequence which minimizes the upper bound C~,G). 
We note again that the partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound PECUBGA is smaller and thus 
better than the improved comonotonic upper bound ICUBBT  for exercise prices in the range 50 
to  150 (not all values are reported in Table 2), but for deeply out-of-the-money options there is a 
switch and ICUBBT  becomes better and even for ]( =  200 outperforms all other the upper bounds 
including the choices of Nielsen and Sandmann. Note that this is an example of the case when for 
two distinct conditioning variables Al and A2  it does not follow that PECUBAI  :::;  ICUBA2. 
Conclusion 3.  We can conclude that the best upper bound is again given by UBGAd•  Notice also 
that the lower bounds LBFA and LBGA are very close and equal up to two decimals. 
2.5.4  Distributional distance between the bounds and lognormal approximation of § 
As  already mentioned,  the sum of lognormal random variables is  not lognormally distributed. 
However, in practice it is often claimed to be approximately lognormal. In this section we aim to 
21 quantify the distance between the distribution of §, (64), and the lognormal family of distributions 
by means of the so-called Kullback-Leibler information.  We  also use the Hellinger distance in 
order to measure the closeness of the derived lower and upper bounds. This section uses the ideas 
from Brigo and Liinev (2002) and we refer to Liinev (2003) for more details. See also Brigo et al. 
(2003) in the context of basket options. 
Firstly, note that it is possible to calculate the Kullback-Leibler distance (KLI) of the distribu-
tion of the sum § from the lognormal family of distributions £ in the following way 
J(  L1(p(x), £)  =  Ep [In p(x)]  + ~ + Ep  [In  (s~O)) ] 
+~  In (21r5(0)2  [Ep  [In'C~~O))]- (Rp  [111  (8~0))]) ']) ,  (50) 
where p(x) denotes the density function of§, and Ep[¢]  = J  ¢(x)p(x)dx. This distance is readily 
computed, once one has an estimate of the true § density and of its first two log-moments.  The 
distance (50) can be interpreted as the distance of the distribution of § from the closest lognormal 
distribution in Kullback-Leibler sense.  The latter is the distribution which shares the same log-
moments Ep [(In(·)) i], i = 1, ... , m with the distribution of §. 
This provides an  alternative way to  the lognormal approximation of Jacques (1996) in order to 
compute the price of the Asian call option. Namely, we can estimate the parameters of the closest 
lognormal distribution based on the simulated §, and then apply the standard Black &  Scholes 
technique in order to find the price. This method is considerably easier to implement than that of 
Jacques (1996).  However, to obtain a correct price approximation, more simulations are needed 
than for the usual Monte-Carlo price estimate. 
In Table 3 we present the results obtained in evaluating the Kullback-Leibler distance for the 
sum of lognormals § through a standard Monte Carlo method with 10000 antithetic paths, for the 
parameters in Table 1.  In the brackets we show the sample standard errors (SE) for both quanti-
ties. In order to have an idea for what it means to have a KLI distance of about 0.003 between two 
distributions, we may resort to the KLI distance of two lognormals, which can be easily computed 
analytically. It  appears that we find a KLI distance comparable in size to our distances below if we 
consider for example two lognormal densities with the same mean but different standard devia-
tions. Then a KLI distance of approximately 0.003 amounts to a percentage difference in standard 
deviations of about 0.29%.  This gives a feeling for the size of the distributional discrepancy our 
distance implies. 
(J"  § (SE)  J(  L1 (SE) 
0.2  3079.000 (3.255429)  0.0032712 (0.0001183) 
0.3  3078.555 (4.905087)  0.0033344 (0.0001144) 
0.4  3078.558 (6.579753)  0.0032950 (0.0001277) 
Table 3:  Distance analysis. 
In Table 4 we show the corresponding lognormal price approximation (for the respective Monte 
Carlo values we refer to Table 1).  These values seem to indicate that this method underestimates 
22 the price.  This indicates that even the optimal lognormal distribution (in KLI sense)  does  not 
attribute enough weight to the upper tail. 
K  (J" = 0.2  (J"  = 0.3  (J" = 0.4 
80  22.00133  22.30572  23.02679 
90  12.75699  13.91766  15.41261 
100  5.515920  7.525337  9.550753 
llO  1.647747  3.508497  5.504232 
Table 4:  Price approximation based on  the  closest lognormal distribution in  Kullback-Leibler 
sense. 
In Table 5 we display the Hellinger distances H D between the densities P£  of §£, (32), when 
the conditioning variable A is given by (10) (hereafter denoted as  §~A)' and Pc of the comonotonic 
sum §c, defined as 
H D(§~A;  §C)  := 2 - 2 J  JP1'(x)Pc(x)dx. 
It appears that increasing the volatility (J" the densities tend to move further away from each other. 
We also computed the distance between the densities of §~  A  and of §bA~ which is §£ with con-
(J"  HD(§1'  . §C)  FA' 
0.2  0.001756845 
0.3  0.001831938 
0.4  0.001949698 
Table 5:  Hellinger distance between comonotonic lower and upper bound of §. 
ditioning variable A (11).  This distance was found to be of the magnitude of 10-13,  and also 
increasing with increasing (J". 
2.6  Hedging the fixed strike Asian option 
Hedging is an important concept for managing risks in the market. Most traders use quite sophisti-
cated hedging schemes which involve calculating several "measures" in order to characterize risk 
exposure.  These measures are referred to as "Greek letters", or "Greeks".  Each Greek measures 
a different aspect of the risk in an option position. Delta represents the sensitivity with respect to 
S (0), the initial value of the underlying asset. It is defined as a rate of change of the option price 
w.r.t. the price of the underlying asset.  Gamma of a portfolio of derivatives is a rate of change of 
the portfolio's Delta w.r.t. the asset price. Vega characterizes the rate of change of the value of the 
portfolio w.r.t. the volatility of the underlying asset. 
In this Section we show that from the analytical expressions in  terms of Black and Scholes 
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Table 6:  Delta, Gamma and Vega for bounds. 
summarized by the following proposition.  Note, however, that these expressions for the Greeks 
do  not represent the bounds for the hedging parameters.  Instead,  they can be considered as  an 
approximation to the hedging Greeks.  Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) also derived the Greeks for 
their bounds, noticing that this approximation was quite good in numerical examples. 
24 Proposition 1.  The Delta, Gamma and Vega positions of  the bounds (6), (13), (45), (24), and (34) 
are given by the expressions in Table 6. 
The proof for obtaining the hedging Greeks is a straightforward application of partial differ-
entiation of the combinations of Black and Scholes type prices that we found for the bounds (cf. 
Theorems 2 and 4). 
3  Floating strike Asian options in a Black & Scholes settings 
The price at current time t =  0 of a floating strike Asian put option with percentage (3 is given by 
APF(n,  {J, T) ~  e- n
eT 
Ji)Q  [  (~5(T  - i) - n{J5(T)) J  . 
In  the Black &  Scholes model, the following change of measure leads to results dealt with in 
Section 2.  Let us define the probability Q  equivalent to Q by the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dQ  S(T)  (J2 
dQ  = S(O)erT  = exp( -2:T + (JB(T)).  (51) 
Under this probability Q, B(t) = B(t) - (Jt is a Brownian motion and therefore, the dynamics of 
the share under Q are given by 
d~~;) =  (1' + (J2)dt + (JdB(t).  (52) 
Let us first consider the case of a forward starting floating strike Asian option with T - n +  1 > O. 
Using the probability Q, the floating strike Asian option with percentage (3  is given by 
(,From this formula, one can conjecture that a floating strike Asian put option can be interpreted as 
a fixed strike Asian call with exercise price (3S(O).  Henderson and Wojakowski (2002) have ob-
tained symmetry results between the floating and fixed strike Asian options in the forward starting 
case of continuous averaging. They considered the Black &  Scholes dynamics for the underlying 
asset with a continuous dividend yield 6.  In Section 3.1, we prove similar results in case of the dis-
crete Asian options.  The symmetry results become very useful for transferring knowledge about 
one type of an option to another.  However, there does not exist such a symmetry relation for the 
options 'in progress'. 
3.1  Symmetry results for arithmetic Asian options 
In  order to  derive the similar results to  Henderson and Wojakowski (2002) in case of discrete 
averaging, we introduce some generalized notation.  For the fixed strike Asian call option we use 
the notation 
25 where 
Xl = strike price 
X2  =  initial value of the process (S(t) )t>o 
X3  =  risk-free interest rate 
X4  = dividend yield 
X.5  = option maturity 
X6  = number of averaging terms 
X7  = starting date of averaging. 
Analogously, for a put option we  set AP(Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7)'  For example, AP(K, S(O), 
T,6,  T, n, T  - n + 1)  denotes a fixed  strike Asian put option with fixed exercise price K  and 
maturity date T which is forward starting with n terms and with the first term being S(T - n +  1), 
where  (S(t))r;:::o  denotes as usual a Black and Scholes process with initial value S(O)  and with 
dividend yield 6.  The short-term constant interest rate equals T. 
For floating strike options, we introduce a similar slightly modified notation. Namely, by 
ACF(~,~,~,~,~,~,~) 
we denote the floating strike Asian call option with 
Yl = initial value of the process (S (t) k:::o 
Y2  = percentage 
Y3  = risk-free interest rate 
Y4 = dividend yield 
Y5  = option maturity 
Y6  = number of averaging terms in strike 
Y7  = starting date of averaging. 
For example, AC  F(S(O), l[o) , 6, T, T, n, 0)  denotes the European-style floating strike Asian call 
option with percentage l[o)  and maturity date T which is forward starting with n terms and with 
the first term being S(O), where (S(t) k,:o denotes as usual a Black and Scholes process with initial 
value S(O) and with dividend yield T. The short-term constant interest rate equals 6. 




AP(K, S(O), T, 6, T, n, T - n + 1) 
ACF(S(O), (3, T, 6, T, n, T - n + 1) 
AC(K, S(O), T, 6, T, n, T - n + 1) 
AP  F(S(O), (3, T, 6, T, n, T  - n + 1) 
AC  F(S(O),  S~~)' 6, T, T, n, 0) 
AP((3S(O), S(O), 6, T, T, n, 0) 
AP  F(S(O), S~~)' 6, T, T, n, 0) 
AC((3S(O), S(O), 6, T, T, n, 0). 
Note that the interest rate and the dividend yield have switched their roles when going from a 
floating to fixed strike Asian options or vice versa. 
26 3.2  Direct approach 
In what follows we show that, instead of using symmetry, we can directly derive bounds for the 
floating strike Asian options. We also stress that these bounds can manage both 'in progress' and 
forward-starting floating strike Asian options as opposed to the approach using symmetry. Writing 
down the formulae for S(T - i) and S(T) in the Black & Scholes setting leads to 
",""n-l S(  .)  n-l  n-l 
§= Di=OST~-~  =  Le-(r+"22)i+a(B(T-i)-B(T))  =: Laie1i 
(i=O  i=O 
2  __  __ 
with ai =  e-(r+"2  )i and with }'i  =  (J'(B(T - i) - B(T)) a normally distributed random variable 
with mean EO  [Yi]  =  0 and variance (J'{i  =  i(J'2.  Note that aoe10  is in fact a constant. Clearly §  is 
a sum of lognormal variables and thus we can apply the results of Section 2. 
Denoting the price of an arithmetic floating strike European-style Asian call option with exer-
cise date T, n averaging dates and percentage /3 by 
AC  F(n, jJ, T) ~  C~fl  F)Q  [ (njJS(T) - ~  S(T - i)) J  ' 
we find from the put-call parity at the present: 
S(O) 1 - e-rn 
AP  F(n, /3, T) - ACF(n, /3, T) = - - /3S(O). 
n  1 - e-r  (53) 
Hence, we can derive bounds for the Asian floating strike call option from the bounds for the put. 
In the remaining of the section, we only work out in detail the forward starting case as the 'in 
progress' case can be dealt with in a similar way. 
3.2.1  Lower bound 
In order to obtain a lower bound of good quality for the forward starting Asian option, we consider 
as conditioning variable a normal random variable A which is as much alike as §. Inspired by the 
choice for the fixed case, we take 
n-l 
A =  L  /3i(B(T - i) - B(T))  (54) 
i=O 
2 
with /3i  some positive reals. In particular for /3i  = e-(r+  "2  )i  we find the first order approximation 
f §  If /3  1  1  ..  11'  h  A  In(G-EQ[lntG].  h  d  d'  d 1  . h  f  o.  i  equa s  . 11n3 _ 1n2+1n lor a  ~,t en  =  J  _  IS  t  e stan  ar  Ize  ogant  m 0  v  3  2  6  varQ [In (G] 
the geometric average G: 
. rr<  =  (nrr
'=-ol  S(ST(T-)i) )  l/n  (n-l  [2  ]) l/n 
\lIT  •  Do exp  - (r + ~  )i + (J'(B(T - i) - B(T))  (55) 
27 with 
0"2. n  - 1 
-(r+-)--
2  2 
2  n-1 1£-1  2  (1  1  1)  0"  .  ..  0"  3  2 
n 2 L L mll1(~,J) =:-2  -n  - -n + -'71.  . 
,  i=O  j=O  n  3  2  6 
This choice of A is similar to the choice (11) of Nielsen and Sandmann (2003) in the fixed strike 
setting. 
For general f3i,  we have that}i I A =  A is  normally distributed with mean Ti aaV; A and variance 
O"t  (1  - r;) where To  = 0 and for i  2::  1 
cov (B(T - i) - B(T), A) 
'T\  =  VZO"A 
~7~~  (3j min (i, j) 
(56) 
r.:  /"\'"'1£-1 "\'"'1£-1 {3 (3  .  (.  ')  v ~  Di=O Dj=O  i  j  mm  ~,J 
For both choices of A that we consider, these correlations Ti are positive. We thus find analogously 
to  Theorem 1 the following lower bound for the price of the forward starting Asian floating put 
option: 
3(0) 1£-1  . 
APF(n, (3, T) 2::  --;;:-L e-nC[>  [O"TiJi - C[>-1  (Fs£(n(3))]  - 3(0)(3 (1- Fs£('71.(3)) , 
i=O 
where Fse (n(3)  is obtained from 
T· 0"  n-1  [(  2  2)  £; exp  - r + T  i + T,<TViv-1(F,,(njJ)) 1  ~  nf3. 
3.2.2  Improved comonotonic upper bound 
Analogously to the case of the improved comonotonic upper bound for the Asian fixed strike, we 
have found that also in the Asian floating strike case, the conditioning variable 
T-i 
with Wk  i.i.d. N(O, 1) such that B(T - i)  d  L Wk,  i = 0, ... ,  '71.  - 1, 
k=l 
leads to a sharper upper bound than other choices, for example the conditioning variable in the 
lower bound. 
The theory of comonotonicity (see (20) and (18)) then leads to the following upper bound 
3(0) EO  [(§U - '71.(3)  ] 
T/,  + 
S  ~) ~  e-(' I ":  ,1)' [  e''"Vi .-,  (") <I'  ( j  1 - r; <TVi - <1'-1  (Fs"IV  .. " (nf3) ) )  riv 
-3(0)(3 (1- Fsu('71.(3)) 
with the correlations given by  'T\  =  j"i., i  =  1, ... ,  '71.  - 1 and To  =  O.  Invoking (16)-(17), the 
conditional distribution Fsu IV =V (x) and the cdf of §u can be obtained. 
28 3.2.3  Bounds based on the Rogers & Shi approach 
By a similar reasoning as in Section 2.2.2, it is easy to derive an upper bound based on the lower 
bound by following the ideas of  Rogers and Shi (1995) and Nielsen and Sandmann (2003). Indeed, 
by using our conditioning variable A given by (54), we obtain 
APF(n,p,T):S;  5,~0) {EQ [(§£-np)+] +s(dA)} 
where dA is such that §  ~  np if A ~ dA  and with 
1  1 
s(dA) =  2" {<I>(d:\JP  x 
1 
X  {~~  c -,(  i Ij) I u',  "i  Vi';; <I>  ( d;, - <T (rdi  + r; v!J))  (eu' (min(  i,;)-",  j Vi,;;)  - 1) }  , 
where d*A  =  dA-EQ[A]  and with correlations Ti defined in (56). 
aA 
In particular for the linear transformation of the first order approximation (FA) of §, namely 
') 
A =  ~~~OI Pi(B(T - i) - B(T)) with Pi =  e-(r+{T2~ )i, 
P _ ,\,n-l  _(r+<T~2)i  - n  ~. 0  e  ~  dpA. =  ,= 
IJ 
For Pi  =  ~ . /  ~  with the geometric average (GA) G defined in (55), A equals the standard-
n  v varQ [In (G] 
ized logarithm of the geometric average and the corresponding dA equals 
_  In(p) + (T + a;) n~1 
dCA =  -r========= 
~ . /ln3  - ln2 + In 
n V  3  2  6 
3.2.4  Partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound 
Along similar lines as in Section 2.2.3, we can derive a partially exact/comonotonic upper bound 
by recalling that for some normally distributed variable A there exists a dA  such that A  ~ dA 
implies §  ~  np: 
n-l 
AP  F(n, p, T) :s; 5(0) ""'  e-ri<I> (TiIJJi - d:\J - 5(0)p<I>( -dA ) 
T/,  ~ 
i=O 
n-l  2  <I> (diJ  ( 
I  S~O) i;  e-('+" 'D'1  e"u';;.  '(a)<I>  VI -r; 0"";; - <1>-1  (FsulV~a(nj:J)))dV 
- 8(O)j:J  ( <I> (dA) - l·(d;) F§ulV~a(nj:J) dV) 
dA  - EQ[A]  A - EQ[A] 
where d'A  =  and v =  . 
IJA  IJA 
The first two terms of the upper bound are composing the exact part of S~O) EQ [(§ - np)  +], while 
the last two terms define the improved comonotonic upper bound for the remaining part of it. 
29 3.3  Numerical illustration 
In this section we shall give a numerical example of a floating strike Asian put option. 
In Table 7 we display different lower and upper bounds for a floating strike Asian put option 
with an initial stock price 5(0) =  100, a maturity of 120 days and an averaging period n  of 30 
days.  The choices for volatility and risk-free interest rate are the same as in Section 2.5.2.  The 
percentage {3  is chosen so that {35(0) corresponds to the respective strike K  in Section 2.5.2. We 
obtained Monte Carlo price estimates (based on 10000 simulated paths) by adapting the Kemna 
and Vorst (1990) control variate technique.  Indeed, by applying the change of measure (51), we 
can interpret a floating strike Asian put option as a fixed strike Asian call option with exercise 
price {35(0).  Hence we can simulate the dynamics of the stock price according to (52), and use 
the geometric average G given by (55) as our control variate. 
a  (3 
























'r =  0.09 
MC(SE x  10")  LBFA  LBGA  UBGAd  UBFAd  UBFA  PECUBGA  ICUBBT 
19.64351 (2.5)  19.643331  19.643331  19.643331  19.643331  19.652053  19.643118  19.643284 
9.644117 (2.5)  9.643903  9.643903  9.643923  9.643934  9.652625  9.645429  9.646147 
1.113866 (2.1)  1.113997  1.113998  1.119154  1.118720  1.122719  1.283311  1.301119 
0.001167 (0.6)  0.001154  0.001155  0.010306  0.010293  0.009876  0.004286  0.004762 
19.64376 (5.6)  19.643332  19.643332  19.643333  19.643334  19.662815  19.642851  19.643255 
9.670844 (5.3)  9.670327  9.670324  9.671056  9.671175  9.689810  9.704453  9.708673 
1. 752636 (5.0)  1.753406  1.753406  1.764434  1.763671  1.772889  2.008637  2.034843 
0.040901 (3.2)  0.040840  0.040844  0.060394  0.060568  0.060323  0.084571  0.089851 
19.644.52 (9.9)  19.643666  19.643666  19.643700  19.643762  19.678319  19.645280  19.645424 
9.784575 (9.1)  9.784545  9.784533  9.788040  9.788243  9.819198  9.891788  9.904717 
2.391664 (9.1)  2.393883  2.393884  2.412935  2.411692  2.428536  2.734542  2.769381 
0.191081 (7.4)  0.192114  0.192128  0.224217  0.224551  0.226767  0.320139  0.334277 
r  =  0.05 
19.80180 (2.5)  19.801637  19.801637  19.801637  19.801637  19.810313  19.801423  19.801590 
9.802297 (2.5)  9.802114  9.802114  9.802131  9.8021409  9.810790  9.803394  9.804074 
1.188935 (2.2)  1.189061  1.189061  1.193931  1.1936643  1.197736  1.359169  1.377045 
0.001407 (0.7)  0.001377  0.001377  0.010502  0.0105246  0.010052  0.004943  0.005479 
19.80200 (5.6)  19.801638  19.801638  19.801638  19.801640  19.821132  19.801156  19.801557 
9.826784 (5.3)  9.826301  9.826299  9.826970  9.8271007  9.845795  9.858436  9.862434 
1.830198 (5.1)  1.830953  1.830953  1.841571  1.8410460  1.850447  2.086848  2.113107 
0.044667 (3.3)  0.044669  0.044671  0.064136  0.0643551  0.064163  0.091056  0.096617 
19.80267 (10.0)  19.801942  19.801942  19.801972  19.802032  19.8366'14  19.803444  19.803566 
9.935006 (9.2)  9.935044  9.935035  9.938357  9.9386211  9.969747  10.038765  10.051296 
2.470755 (9.2)  2.473011  2.473011  2.491532  2.4905981  2.507713  2.814307  2.849193 
0.202340 (7.6)  0.203494  0.203505  0.235379  0.23.57953  0.238196  0.335905  0.350466 
Table 7:  Comparing bounds for a floating strike Asian put option 









Monte Carlo price together with its standard elTor (SE) based on 10 000 paths 
lower bound with A =  Lj~~  e(r- rr 2
2 )(T-j)  B(T - j) 
lower bound with A =  (In G - EQ [In G]) j J  varQ (In G) 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBGA plus c:(dCA)S(O)jn 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBFA plus c:(dFA)S(O)jn 
upper bound equal to lower bound LBFA plus constant c:S(O)jn 
partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound with A =  (lnG - EQ[lnG])j J  varQ(ln G) 
improved comonotonic upper bound with A =  L k= 1 Wk  ~  B(T) 
Note that by using the put-call parity result (53) one can easily obtain the price for the floating 
strike Asian call option.  For example, consider the entry in Table 7 with {3  =  1.0,  (J'  =  0.2, and 
30 T  = 0.05. By applying (53), we obtain, for instance, that LBFA = 1.387410, LBGA = 1.387411, 
UBGAd  =  1.388847, UBFAd  = 1.388792, PECUBGA =1.557532, and ICUBBT  =1.575395. We 
observe similar behaviour of the bounds as for the fixed strike Asian call option apart from some 
interesting particular cases: 
1.  for  0"  =  0.2,0.3,0.4 and {3  =  0.8 the lower and the best upper bounds coincide up  to 
three or four decimals and thus give almost exact results.  Although the Monte Carlo price 
estimate is  slightly higher, the interval [NIC - SE, NIC + SE] overlaps with the interval 
[LBA, UBAd] for A = FA or A = GA.  Notice that for {3  = 0.8 (0" = 0.2,0.3) - which is a 
case of theoretical interest - the values of PECUBGA and ICUBBT  suffer from numerical 
instabilities caused by the involved numerical integration. 
2.  for 0"  =  0.2 and 0.3, and (3  =  1.1 the value for upper bound UBFAd  is larger than the one 
for UBFA which must be caused by the additional Holder inequality in the derivation of the 
error bound S(dFA); 
3.  the partially exactlcomonotonic upper bound PECUBGA is always smaller than ICUBBT 
and is even the best of all upper bounds for 0" = 0.2 and (3 = 1.1. 
4  Conclusions and future research 
We derived analytical lower and upper bounds for the price of European-style discrete arithmetic 
Asian options with fixed  and floating strike.  Hereto we used and combined different ideas and 
techniques such as  firstly  conditioning on some random variable as  in Rogers and Shi (1995), 
secondly results based on comonotonic risks and bounds for stop-loss premiums of sums of de-
pendent random variables as in Kaas, Dhaene and Goovaerts (2000), and finally adaptation of the 
error bound of Rogers and Shi as in Nielsen and Sandmann (2003).  All bounds have analytical 
expressions. This allows a study of the hedging Greeks of these bounds. For the numerical experi-
ments it was important to find and motivate a good choice for the conditioning variables appearing 
in the formulae.  We  note that the expressions found for the bounds are not only analytical but 
also easily computable.  The numerical results in the tables show that the upper bounds UBGAd 
or UBFAd are in general the best ones except for extreme values of the strike price J( or {3;  then 
ICUBBT  or PECUBGA outperforms all the other upper bounds.  The lower bounds LBGA and 
LBFA are practically equal and very close to the Monte Carlo values. 
This approach has also been used to derive upper and lower bounds for basket options and 
Asian basket options, see Deelstra et a1.  (2004).  The derivation of bounds for Asian options by 
using binomial trees was investigated by Reynaerts et a1.  (2002). 
We mention that in view of recent developments for modelling the asset prices by exponential 
Levy process, Albrecher and Predota (2002, 2004) have applied the comonotonic upper bound of 
Kaas et a1.  (2000) when the asset price dynamics is driven by a Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) 
and Variance Gamma (VG) Levy processes.  Moreover, Albrecher et a1.  (2003) present a general 
case of this upper bound and illustrate super-hedging of Asian options using European call options 
in  a buy-and-hold strategy.  We  note also  that in  context of Levy processes the results on the 
31 equivalence between fixed and floating strike Asian options are recently derived by Eberlein and 
Papapantoleon (2003). 
Further research includes extending the conditioning approach to  more general distributions 
than lognormal.  For example, one candidate is  the class of log-elliptic distributions which is  a 
better choice from  the point of view of providing a better fit  to  the real  data (cfr.  Valdez  and 
Dhaene (2003)). 
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Appendix A.  Some theoretical results 
In  this section, we  recall from Dhaene et al.  (2002a) and the references therein the procedures 
for obtaining the lower and upper bounds for stop-loss premiums of sums §  of dependent random 
variables by using the notion of comonotonicity. A random vector (Xl, ... ,  X,~) is comonotonic 
if each two possible outcomes (Xl, ... ,xn) and (YI, ... , Yn)  of (Xl, ... ,  X~) are ordered compo-
nentwise. 
Improved comonotonic upper bound 
As proven in Dhaene et al. (2002a), the convex-largest sum of the components of a random vector 
with given marginals is obtained by the comonotonic sum §c =  Xf + X2  + ... + X~, where Xi 
stands for a comonotonic counterpart of Xi, with 
(57) 
i=l 
where the usual inverse of a distribution function, which is the non-decreasing and left-continuous 
function F."y I (p)  is defined by 
FXI(p) =  inf {x E lR I Fx(x) 2: p},  pE [0,1]' 
with inf 0 =  +00 by convention. In the following theorem Dhaene et al. (2002a) have proved that 
the stop-loss premiums of a sum of comonotonic random variables can easily be obtained from the 
stop-loss premiums of the terms. 
32 Theorem 10. The stop-loss premiums of  the sum §c of  the components of  the comonotonic random 
(  ·Fc  ,rc  ,rc)  .  b  vector  -''\.1' ~'\.2' ... '.'\.n  are given  y 
n 
E  [(§C - d)+J  = L E  [(Xi - F'.yi
l  (F§c  (d)))+] , 
i=l 
Let us now assume that we have some additional information available concerning the stochas-
tic nature of (Xl, ... ,Xn ).  More precisely, we assume that there exists some random variable 
A with a given distribution function, such that we know the conditional cumulative distribution 
functions, given A =  A, of the random variables Xi, for all possible values of A.  In fact, Kaas et 
al. (2000) define the improved comonotonic upper bound §u as 
(58) 
where F"YiIA (U)  is the notation for the random variable h  (U, A), with the function Ii  defined by 
li(  u, A)  = F"YiIA=,\ (u), with U being independent of A.  Notice that in fact 
In order to obtain the distribution function of §u, observe that given the event A =  A,  the random 
variable §u is a sum of comonotonic random variables. Hence, 
n 
F§-:IA=,\(P)  = LF"YiIA=,\(P),  P E  [0,1]. 
i=l 
Given A =  A, the cdf of §u is defined by 
P§"IA~A(x) ~  sup {p E [0,11  [ t  P;:"IA~,(P) 0;  X }  • 
The cdf of §u then follows from 





from which the  stop-loss premium at retention d of §u can be determined by integration with 
respect to A. 
33 Lower bound 
Let X  =  eX-I, ... , Xn)  be a  random vector with given marginal cdfs FXll FX2,··.,  F'.Yn.  We 
assume as in the previous section that there exists some random variable A with a given distribution 
function, such that we know the conditional cdfs, given A  =  A,  of the random variables Xi, for 
all possible values of A.  This random variable A,  however, should not be the same as in case of 
the upper bound.  We recall from Kaas et al. (2000) how to obtain a lower bound, in the sense of 
convex order, for §  =  Xl + X2 + ... + Xn by conditioning on this random variable. We remark 
that this idea also can be found in Rogers and Shi (1995) for the continuous case. 
Let us denote the conditional expectation by §£: 
§e =  E [§ I A].  (61) 
Let us further assume that the random variable A is such that all E [Xi  I A]  are non-decreasing and 
continuous functions of A.  The quantiles of the lower bound §£ then follow from 
n  n 
i=l  i=l 
and the cdf of §£ is given by 
If we now additionally assume that the cdfs of the random variables E [Xi  I A]  are  strictly 
increasing and continuous, then the cdf of §f is also strictly increasing and continuous, and we get 
for all x E  (FS~l (0),  FS~l (1)), 
n  n 
i=l  i=l 
which unambiguously determines the cdf of the convex order lower bound §£ for §. Using Theo-
rem 10, the stop-loss premiums of §e can be computed as: 
n 
E [(§£-d)+J  = LE  [(E[Xi I A]-E [Xi I A= FAl(Fse(d))])+J,  (63) 
i=l 
which holds for all retentions d E  (FS~l (0),  FS~l (1)). 
So far,  we considered the case that all E [Xi  I A]  are non-decreasing functions of A.  The case 
where all E [Xi I  A]  are non-increasing and continuous functions of A also leads to a comonotonic 
vector (E [Xl  I A] ,E  [X2  I A] , ... ,E [Xn  I AD, and can be treated in a similar way. 
34 Sums of lognormal variables 
In this section, we study upper and lower bounds for E  [(§ - d) +  ] where § is a linear combination 
of lognormal variables. Let us denote 
n  n 
§  = LXi  = Lai  eYi ,  (64) 
i=l  i=l 
with Yi  a normally distributed random variable with mean E [Yi]  and variance O"~i' and ai E  lEt 
In  this case the stop-loss premium with some retention di, namely E[(Xi - dd+L can be ob-
tained from the following theorem. 
Theorem 11.  Let Xi be a lognormal random variable of  the form Xi =  aie1:i  with 
and ai E IR.  Then the stop-loss premium with retention di equals for aidi > ° 
where cP  is the cdf  of  the N(O, 1) distribution, and di,l and di,2 are determined by 
d.  - J..ti +  0"[ -in  Idil  d· 2 = d· 1 - 0"'. 
t,l  - ,  t,  t,  'l 
O"i 
(66) 
The cases aidi < °  are trivial. 
We now consider a normally distributed random variable A and we slightly generalize Theorem 
1 of Dhaene et al. (2002b) to our more general settings. 
Theorem 12.  Let §  be  given by (64) and consider a normally distributed random variable A 
such that (Yi, A)  is bivariate normally distributedfor all i.  Then the distributions of  the improved 
comonotonic upper bound §u and the lower bound §£ are given by 
i=l  i=l 
(68) 
i=l  i=l 
where U and V  = cP  ( A-a~[Al) are mutually independent uniform(O, 1) random variables,  cP  is the 
cdf  of  the N(O, 1) distribution and Ti  is defined by 
, . _  (v:  A)'  _  COy [}Ii, A] 
r~ - corr  L"  - . 
0"1~ 0" A 
When for all i sign( ai) = sign(Td for Ti f  0,  or for all i sign(  ai) = -sign(Ti) for Ti f  0,  then §£ 
is comonotonic. 
35 Appendix B.  Proof of symmetry results in Theorem 9 
Proof. We only prove the first symmetry result since the others follow along similar lines. 
AP(K, S(O), T, 6, T, n, T  - n + 1) 
• e-cTRQ [ (K - ~  ~8(T  - i)) ,1 
=  - 8TEQ  [e-Cr- 8)TS(T)  (KS(O) _  ~  ~  S(T - i)S(O)) 1 
e  S(O)  S(T)  n ~  S(T) 
,=0  + 
- [(KS(O)  1 n-l  [  - (J2.  - .  - ]) 1 
=e-8TEQ  S(T)  -;,~S(o)exp  -(T-O+2h+(J(B(T-~)-B(T))  +' 
where we defined as before the probability Q equivalent to Q by the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
but now by stressing the dividend yield 6 
dQ  S(T)  (J2 
dQ  S(0)e(r-8)T  =  exp(-2T + (JB(T)). 
Under this probability Q, B(t) =  B(t) - (Jt is a Brownian motion and therefore, the dynamics of 
the share under Q are given by 
dS(t)  _  -
S(t)  =  ((-r - 0) + (J2)dt + (JdB(t). 
Due to the independent increments, B(T -i)  - B(T) has the same distribution as B(i) and -B(i), 
and we can concentrate on the process (S* (t))t defined by 
S*(i) =  S(O) exp [-(1' - 6 + ~2)i + (JB(i)] . 
Indeed, then 
AP(K, S(O), 1', 6, T, n., T  - n +  1) 
with the process (S(t))t defined by 
S(i) =  S(O) exp [-(T - 6 + ~2)i + (JB(i)] 
with (B(t))t a Brownian motion under Q. 
As a conclusion, 
AP(K, S(O), T, 6, T, n, T - n + 1) =  ACF(S(O), S%)' 6, 1', T, n, 0), 
which was to be shown. 
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